Phase-Shifted Bragg Grating Inscription in PMMA Microstructured POF Using 248-nm UV Radiation
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Abstract—In this work, we experimentally validate and characterize the first phase-shifted polymer optical fiber Bragg gratings (PS-POFBGs) produced using a single pulse from a 248-nm krypton fluoride laser. A single-mode poly (methyl methacrylate) optical fiber with a core doped with benzyl dimethyl ketal for photosensitivity improvement was used. A uniform phase mask customized for 850-nm grating inscription was used to inscribe these Bragg structures. The phase shift defect was created directly during the grating inscription process by placing a narrow blocking aperture in the center of the UV beam. The produced high-quality Bragg grating structures, presenting a double dips, reject 16.3 dB (97.6% reflectivity) and 13.2 dB (95.2% reflectivity) of the transmitted power, being therefore appropriate for sensing or other photonic applications. Its transmission spectrum possesses two sharp transmission notches, allowing a significant increase in measurement resolution compared to direct interrogation of a single grating. The transmission spectrum spectra when multiple phase shifts are introduced in the fiber Bragg grating structure are also shown. The PS-POFBG’s strain, temperature, pressure, and humidity characteristics have been experimentally analyzed in detail to assess their potential usage as sensors.

Index Terms—Fiber Bragg gratings, notch filter, optical filtering, polymer optical fiber sensors, ultrasonic detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHASE-SHIFTED fiber Bragg gratings (PS-FBGs) in silica fiber have been demonstrated during the last decade as attractive narrow-band filter for a variety of applications in photonics.

Recently published papers report PS-FBG applications also in the microwave photonics field for example as tunable microwave photonic filters which opens new perspectives for these devices [1]-[3]. Tailoring the transmission FBG spectrum to obtain very narrow stop bands can be achieved through the introduction of a phase shift across the grating. The properties of phase shifted gratings were first demonstrated in periodic structures using semiconductor materials [4]. Consequently, different techniques were developed to produce phase-shifts in optical fiber [5]-[8].

In many applications, such as non-destructive testing, structural health monitoring, and biomedical imaging [9], [10], ultrasonic optical sensors have been proposed as an alternative to traditional piezoelectric sensors, due to several advantages, such as their small size, light weight, and immunity to electromagnetic interference. In particular, optical fiber ultrasonic sensors based on FBGs have additional advantages, including in-line fiber structure, ease of multiplexing, and single-ended operation that make them attractive in many sensing applications [11], [12]. In these FBG systems, ultrasonic detection is achieved by identifying the ultrasound-induced shift of the FBG reflector spectrum. A concern for an FBG ultrasonic sensor system in practical applications is the limitation of the signal-to-noise ratio. The signal strength, which is proportional to the slope of the reflector spectrum, can be increased with the use of phase-shifted fiber Bragg gratings as the sensing element [13]-[15]. This device features a phase shift in the middle of an otherwise periodic grating structure, which leads to a strong optical resonance and a narrow notch in the reflector spectrum with much larger spectral slope than a uniform FBG of the same length.

As the fabrication technology of FBGs in silica fiber is already well established, PS-FBGs inscribed in such fiber were studied for numerous practical applications. In recent years, the polymer optical fiber Bragg gratings (POFBGs) fabrication technology has been intensively established using uniform FBGs [16]-[19], tilted FBGs [20], chirped FBGs [21], and FBG-based Fabry–Perot interferometers [22]. Specific material properties, such as low Young’s modulus (about 3 GPa compared to 72 GPa for silica), a very large breaking strain, as well as biological compatibility, opens a variety of new applications unattainable for silica fibers. In the published literature, one can...
In the last years, there has been an increase in the research of sensors of strain [23], acoustic waves [24], temperature [23], [25], humidity [25], accelerometer [26] or liquid level [27], [28]. In 2015, Broadway et al. showed the POF potential for endoscopic operation [35]. Recently, the same group presented for the first time opto-acoustic measurements using a microstructured polymer optical fiber (mPOF) FBG with a 130 μm diameter fiber and presented the lateral directivity pattern of an ultrasound sensor over a frequency range of 1–50 MHz [36], [37]. These works showed that the acoustic sensitivity for POF is 13 times higher than for silica optical fiber. Furthermore, 3 times more sensitivity can be achieved using mPOF than with the other POFs and a potential transition from uniform POFBGs to Fabry-Perot cavities or phase-shifted POFBGs (PS-POFBGs) can expand the potential that POF has to offer in this field [36], [37]. The goal with that is to deliver an narrower spectral shape, which can potentially be used to achieve higher sensitivities. Until now, the literature only provided a single report on a PS-FBG in POF, which was used at THz frequencies (grating period = 250 μm) via a point-by-point FBG fabrication method using a 248 nm KrF excimer laser [38]. However, the point-by-point approach is time-consuming and much more difficult to implement for gratings in the 850 nm or 1550 nm spectral regions. There is also another work published in 2006 [39] where a weak PS-FBG in POF in the 1550 nm region is shown, however with lack of sharpness in the central reflectivity notch and with inscription times in the order of tens of minutes.

For the first time, we report high-quality PS-POFBGs inscribed with a single krypton fluorid (KrF) laser pulse for operation in the 850 nm region. A single-mode poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) optical fiber doped with benzyl dimethyl ketal (BDK) for photosensitivity enhancement in the core region was used. A 10 mm long uniform phase mask, customized for a 248 nm UV laser, was used to inscribe FBGs in the 850 nm spectral region. The phase shift defect was created directly during the grating inscription process by placing a narrow blocking aperture in the center of the UV beam. The phase shift occurs because, where the UV beam is blocked, the mean fiber index is less than in the rest of the grating. Only a single 15 ns laser pulse with an energy of 6.3 mJ is sufficient to produce a refractive index change of 0.69 × 10⁻⁴ in the fiber core. The produced high-quality Bragg grating structures reject 16.3 dB transmitted power for the strong dip, providing 97.6% reflectivity, and 13.2 dB transmitted power for the other dip, which is appropriate for most sensing proposes. Furthermore, the reflection and transmission spectra when multiple phase shifts are introduced in the FBG structure are shown. The PS-POFBG’s temperature, strain, humidity and pressure characteristics are also experimentally studied. These PS-POFBGs can be useful optical devices not only for optical sensing but also for different photonic applications, such as a narrowband transmission filters for a variety of applications at telecom wavelengths. Their use is viable at telecom wavelength since these structures can be fabricated in 1550 nm spectral region using short pieces of fiber due to high fiber losses in this spectral region.

II. THEORY OF PS-FBG STRUCTURES

A phase-shift in the Bragg structure (longitudinal axis z) leads to a deviation in the reflectivity coefficient \( r(z) \) and transmission coefficient \( t(z) \), given by [40]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi &= 2\pi \frac{n_{eff}}{\lambda_B} 2L_c
\end{align*}
\]

where, \( \phi \) is the phase shift, \( N_f(z) \) and \( N_g(z) \) represent the effective number of passes experienced by transmitted and reflecte light in the defect region (the effective phase shift), respectively [40]. Insertion of complex phase shifts has been suggested in different perspectives, and a detailed analysis based on Feynman paths has been well applied to a Fabry-Perot cavity [41]. The introduction of phase-shifts in different positions will affect the different wavelengths in different degrees [40]. Inserting random phase shifts, the longitudinal dependence is averaged and all the wavelengths will be affected. This means that the PS-FBGs can be considered as a particular case of the Fabry-Perot cavities based on Bragg gratings. The physical mechanism of a PS-FBG can be well understood in analogy with the Fabry-Perot resonators [42]. However, a PS-FBG is not a simple Fabry-Perot cavity, since the reflection are distributed along the fiber length and the reflectivities depend on wavelength.

PS-FBGs were obtained by introducing a phase shift in the refractive index modulation. This phase shift in the middle of the grating structure produces an optical resonance in transmission (that transmits a very narrow linewidth), and a very narrow notch in the reflectivity spectrum. The center wavelength of the notch depends on the magnitude of the phase shift (between 0 and 2\( \pi \)) and on its location along the grating [43]. In this context, by introducing a phase shift in the middle of the grating, the result will be the formation of two identical Bragg gratings, separated by a cavity with a length of \( L_c \). This structure is similar to the Fabry-Perot resonator [42]. The reflection from the first FBG will be out of phase with the reflection from the second FBG, making interference occur due to the overlap of the light rays reflecte by the two FBGs. The phase shift between the rays reflecte by the two Bragg gratings separated by the cavity \( L_c \) can be estimated by [42]:

\[
\phi_{FP} = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_B} n_{eff} 2L_c
\]

were, \( \lambda_B \) is the Bragg wavelength, \( n_{eff} \) the effective refractive index and \( L_c \) the length of the introduced cavity. Due to the conservation of energy and momentum, the light will be transmitted at this wavelength, opening a narrow gap in the transmission spectrum, within the Bragg grating stop band.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND INSCRIPTION

A 3-ring microstructured single-mode PMMA POF was used for the PS-POFBG fabrication. Its core and outer diameters are \( \sim 8 \mu m \) and \( \sim 130 \mu m \), respectively. The core of the optical fiber is doped with BDK since this photoinitiator enhances the photosensitivity in PMMA [44]. A detailed information about fiber fabrication is found in [45]. A cross-section image of the POF
used in this work is shown in Fig. 1(a). The quality of fiber surface is relatively poor because the POF was cleaved by hand due to the non-commercially available POF cleavers. The inscription of such POFBGs have been already reported in this customized fiber using different UV laser systems (a 325 nm HeCd and 248 nm KrF laser) where the first needs around 13 minutes of inscription time [45] and the last one employs just one UV pulse [46]. Such a dopant, when irradiated with UV light, acts as a photo-initiator and generates a photo-polymerization process in the core [45] and leads to a positive and strong index change. The BDK absorption coefficient presents much higher values for wavelengths shorter than 325 nm, as shown in [47], and shorter laser inscription wavelengths, such as 248 nm, enhanced its effects [46] using just one pulse. However, it shall be noted that POFBGs were achieved in 7 minutes using 325 nm HeCd laser using an undoped fiber [48].

Prior to the gratings fabrication, up to 35 cm long POF pieces were cleaved using a hot-blade at 70 °C (this temperature is optimum for PMMA POFs, see [49]) and attached to demountable FC/PC connectors in order to simplify the interrogation of the POFBG. The average loss per connector is less than 1 dB, which is a considerable improvement compared to previously reported values (8.45 dB) [50]. All fiber pieces were pre-annealed with the same procedure used in [51], where the fiber was placed for 15 minutes in a vessel filled with heated tap water (60 ± 1 °C) to remove any residual stresses generated during the drawing process. Several PS-POFBG inscriptions were carried out to guarantee the repeatability of these Bragg structures in POF. A KrF excimer laser system (Coherent Bragg Star Industrial-LN), emitting at 248 nm wavelength was used. A single 15 ns laser pulse with a pulse energy of 6.3 mJ was found to be sufficient for POFBG inscription in a pre-annealed POF. The laser beam profile is a rectangular Tophat function with dimensions 6.0 × 1.5 mm² and divergence 2 × 1 mrad². The laser beam is focused in the fiber core using a plano-convex cylindrical lens (Newport CSX200AR.10) with effective focal length of 200 mm. The effective spot size of the beam on the fiber surface is 20.0 mm in width and 32.4 μm in height. For the PS-POFBG inscription, we used a uniform phase mask technique as displayed in Fig. 1(b). A 10 mm long phase mask with a period of \( \Lambda_{PM} = 567.8 \) nm was used, which can fabricate FBGs with a wavelength near \( \lambda_B \approx 844 \) nm, showing that at such wavelength region the PMMA refractive index is \( n = 1.486 (\lambda_B = n \Lambda_{PM}) \). The phase shift defect was created directly during the grating inscription process by placing a narrow blocking aperture (a metal wire with 40 μm diameter) on the phase mask in the center of the UV beam, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(c). It resulted in the inscription of two FBGs separated by a very small gap in a single fabrication process, producing a phase shift on the structure. To interrogate the transmission and reflection spectrum of the grating we used a super luminescent diode (emitting at 843.8 nm with a spectral bandwidth of 47 nm) and an optical spectrum analyzer. A 50/50 optical coupler was used for the reflection spectrum.

Fig. 2(a) gives the transmission and reflection spectra of the inscribed PS-FBG after just one UV pulse. Two main dips in the transmission spectrum can be seen, which verifies the successful inscription of the PS-POFBG. The transmission losses of the 1st and 2nd dips are about −16.25 dB and −13.17 dB, and the central wavelengths are 844.126 nm and 844.187 nm, respectively. The channel spacing between the dips is about 61 pm, and the transmission notch depth is about 10 dB. We can fabricate the PS-POFBGs in transmission with very sharp notches of 3 dB width, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a), depending on the total grating length (in this case 10 mm). The refractive index modulation \( \Delta n \) induced by the KrF laser can be deduced from the relation between the maximum reflectivity \( R = tanh^2(\pi \Delta n L_G / \lambda_B) \), the Bragg wavelength \( \lambda_B \) and grating length \( L_G \). This gives an induced refractive index modulation of about \( 0.69 \times 10^{-4} \) for a reflectivity of −16.25 dB. The fabricated PS-POFBG results in two Bragg structures with \( L_G \approx 4.98 \) mm (each one), spatially separated by \( L_c \approx 78.3 \) μm, and the estimated phase-shift from (2) is \( \sim 4 \pi / 3 \).

Fig. 2(b) compares the reflection spectra of experimental and simulated ideal data, which shows a good agreement. The observed minor difference could be due to imperfections in the POF or deviations in the real grating length from the assumed
Fig. 2. (a) Transmission/reflectio spectra of inscribed PS-POFBG after a single UV pulse. (Inset: Bandwidth of the notch and transmission band.) (b) Simulation spectrum comparing with experimental one. (c) Stability process of the preannealed PS-POFBGs: measured between the noise level and the stronger peak of the reflectio bands.

Phase mask length. This latter case can be explained by the fact that the FBG length inscribed not being the supposed real value, which depends of beam size exposing the phase mask (more than 10 mm in this case), the distance between the phase mask and the optical fibre, and the angle between the diffracted wave and the normal incidence [52]. In order to calculate , the equation for diffraction gratings can be used, which is given by:

\[ n \sin(\theta) = n \sin(\theta_1) M \frac{\lambda}{\Lambda}. \]  

(3)

Considering \( M = 1 \) and assuming a normal incidence (\( \theta_1 = 0 \)), we have:

\[ \theta = \arcsin \left( \frac{\lambda_{UV}}{\Lambda_{PM}} \right). \]  

(4)

Note that the angle \( \theta \) depends on \( \Lambda_{PM} \) and the wavelength of the UV laser. More details can be found in [52].

Comparing these PS-POFBG spectra with uniform POFBG spectra, the maximum slope is enhanced several orders of magnitude, which significantly enhances the sensitivity of the sensor [53], [54]. Although the dynamic range is lower in the PS-POFBG due to the narrow peak, it is not seen as a problem for ultrasonic detection or even accelerometer applications [27], since the strain applied is typically very small.

All our PS-POFBGs have been annealed at room temperature for 5 days to reach a stable regime as shown in [46]. An interesting stability of fabricated PS-POFBGs is observed after 5 days (see Fig. 2(c)). In order to check the long-term stability of this gratings type, some PS-POFBG samples were kept undisturbed for 15 weeks at room temperature and the reflectivity and wavelength variation are significantly small (around 2 dB and 0.6 nm maximum variation, respectively). Moreover, these kind of Bragg structures can be use as multiplexing elements in the same fibre and as the energy of each UV pulse can be well controlled, it is possible to achieve the optimal pulse energy to achieve the reflectivity desired.

Fig. 3(a) shows the reflectio and transmission spectra when several phase shifts are introduced in the mPOF. (b) A schematic configuration of the multiple PS-POFBG fabricated by inscribing a Bragg structure with two narrow metal wires positioned in two different places equally spaced spatially.
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well-defined about 9.9 dB notches in the transmission spectrum with a channel spacing of about 58 pm. The maximum transmission loss is about $-14.7$ dB. Our technique to fabricate PS-POFBGs is thus able to generate multiple well-defined phase-shifts and narrow notches in the transmission spectrum.

### IV. Sensing Characterization of a PS-POFBG

The pressure test of the PS-POFBG with two dips of $-16.25$ dB and $-13.17$ dB was carried out in a sealed pressure chamber, which is shown in Fig. 4(a). The fibre was prepared to collect data in transmission and it was fixed and glued with slight pre-strain inside the plastic tubing section of the chamber (see Fig. 4(a)). In this way, any bending of the fibre was prevented as the strain ensured that the fibre is maintained straight inside the tube while the pressure was increased. Using a cylinder, compressed air was used to increase the pressure (monitored with a pressure gauge) within the chamber. The chamber end was sealed by means of a metal cap. Fig. 4(b) gives the changes of the transmission spectra for the PS-POFBG under different pressures in the range of 0 to 400 kPa with a step of 100 kPa. 25 minutes’ time interval was given between each pressure step, to guarantee the stability of the collected data.

From Fig. 4(c) we observe that there is a linear shift of the center wavelengths of the two dips with increasing/decreasing pressure, with a sensitivity of $0.46 \pm 0.03$ pm/kPa, which is 2 times more sensitive than a uniform POFBG [54]. As Young’s modulus of the polymer fibre ($\sim 2.9$ GPa) is much lower than that of silica fibre ($\sim 70$ GPa), the pressure sensitivity of sensors based on POF could be comparatively higher than that of silica fibre [55]. It should be noted that, in the case of a silica FBG, the hydrostatic pressure induced grating period change (strain effect) dominates the change in refractive index and as a result a negative sensitivity is observed [55], [56]. While for a POFBG, the dominant effect is the refractive index change than the grating period change and as a result the sensitivity becomes positive as shown in Fig. 4(c) for the case of PS-POFBGs. Moreover, the whole transmission spectrum shifts with the pressure variations and no significant distortion of its shape is observed, which is dissimilar from the PS-FBG achieved for example in a side-hole silica fibre [57]. The transmission losses of the 1st and 2nd dips have obvious changes under pressure variation (see Fig. 4(b)), but the transmission notch depth remains relatively stable. The intensity losses under pressure can be caused by many reasons where the pressure can influence the physical dimensions of fibre and its optical properties [58]. Fig. 4(c) shows the transmission notch depth variation under different pressures and the maximum loss difference is just around 0.4 dB. Furthermore, the spectral separation of the two dips with increasing pressure was analyzed. Fig. 4(d) shows that there is no significant change in the spectral separation when the pressure is increased.

With the increase of the pressure inside the chamber a temperature variation will be registered due to the air pumping. As it is known that the POFBG is sensitive to temperature a temperature sensor was included in the setup, as seen in Fig. 4(a), in order to compensate the temperature induced effect on the POFBG. For a pressure change of 0–400 kPa, a 2 °C variation

![Fig. 4. (a) Hydrostatic pressure apparatus. (b) Transmission spectra behavior under different pressures from 0 to 400 kPa. (c) Bragg wavelength shifts and transmission notch depth behavior obtained from the inscribed PS-POFBG under different pressures. (d) Separation of the spectral notches with increasing pressure.](image)
was registered inside the chamber and this behavior could cause the transmission losses of the dip 1 and 2 observed in Fig. 4(b). As the temperature inside the chamber is not constant and a variation around 2 °C was measured during the experiment, this temperature variation can induce stress on POF and consequently influence the transmission losses.

A thermal characterization of the device in terms of the properties of the notches was performed using a climate chamber. The temperature was raised from 22 °C to 52 °C in 5 °C steps. A 30 minutes’ stabilization time was given in each step to ensure thermal equilibrium. The full transmission profile are shown in Fig. 5(a). In Fig. 5(b) we show the separation of the notches versus temperature and observe a low sensitivity to temperature. Though the spectral separation of the notches is temperature insensitive, their spectral positions are very sensitive to temperature, as shown in Fig. 5(a). To evaluate the temperature sensing ability of the PS-POFBG, the temperature sensitivity of the center wavelength of both dips was measured. From Fig. 5(c). A change of $-1.71$ nm in Bragg wavelength over the 30 °C temperature variation was observed. The temperature sensitivity was found to be $-57 \pm 4$ pm/°C using a linear best fit which is significantly stronger than the $-10.3$ pm/°C of silica PS-FBG [59]. Also, this achieved temperature sensitivity is similar to the values already reported for uniform FBGs in the same polymer fibre ($-59$ pm/°C) [60]. From Fig. 5(a), the transmission losses of both dips is seen to decrease for higher temperatures. The loss at the notch wavelengths is shown in Fig. 5(d), from which a nonlinear dependency of the loss on temperature is found, which results in a decrease in the loss of about 3 dB from 22 to 52 °C. These values were found from Fig. 5(a) and this nonlinear dependency can be influence by temperature changes after a considerable temperature value [61]. There is a decreasing of the reflectivity when temperature change considerably, which is chiefly due to photo-polymerization. At room temperature, the light scattering is very small and is approximately zero at about 30 °C. When the temperature increases, the reactive index of the polymer changes more steeply and hence, the difference between the indices increases gradually with temperature. In turn, this produces an increasing of the scattering up to the transition temperature, where the sample becomes completely opaque.

Additionally, a strain characterization was performed. The strain test of PS-POFBG was implemented by fixing the fibre between a fixed and a movable (manual translating stage) platforms, with the minimum distance between the fibre points of 483 mm. Also, we should mention that each time the POF was strained, a sufficient time (~3 min) was spent waiting for the Bragg wavelength to stop shifting due to hysteresis or creep effects, minimizing as much as possible the readout error. On the other hand, using annealed PS-POFBGs, there was a significant improvement of the peak intensity stability, no peak splitting at high loading strain, and strain can be applied to the annealed POF gratings with small amount of hysteresis [26], [62]. From the experimental data shown in Fig. 6(a) we can see that the strain response of both dips of the PS-POFBG shows good linearity, the estimated strain sensitivity was 0.76 ± 0.01 pm/με, which is slightly larger than the 0.7 pm/με of the silica PS-FBG reported in [59]. A reversible process can be observed when the strain decreases showing a very small amount of hysteresis, in which the annealing process employed to the POFBG helps for this fact [26], [51]. Fig. 6(b) depicts the spectral separation between the two dips with increasing strain and it is insensitive to strain.
Fig. 6. (a) Changes of the central wavelengths (b) and spectral separation between the two dips with increasing strain. Scattering of the measurement points around the trend line from which we calculated the standard deviation error amounting to (c) 66 pm (PS-POFBG) and (d) 115 pm (uniform POFBG).

In Fig. 6(c) we present a scattering of the measurement points around the fit of each peak for the elongation series for both peaks, from which we calculated the standard deviation amounting to 66 pm. We repeated the same procedure using a single Bragg grating where a standard deviation of 115 pm was computed for the increasing strain as shown in Fig. 6(d). The obtained results confirm an advantage of the PS-POFBGs over the single Bragg grating, since for the PS-POFBG the standard deviation from the linear trend is almost reduced by factor of 2. It is expected that this number can be further increased by improving precision in setting the fiber elongations during the strain measurements.

In the last characterization step, the humidity response of the PS-POFBG has been measured at two distinct temperatures: 25 °C and 50 °C, in the interval of 30–90% relative humidity (RH), where the environmental chamber had greatest stability with a precision less than 0.4 °C and 1% RH. For each temperature level, the humidity values were collected by increasing the RH starting from 30% up to 90% in a 10% step increase, and then decreasing it from 90% to 30%. In each step, the chamber maintained the environmental conditions stable for 60 min. Note that the fiber pieces were pre-annealed with the same procedure used in [50], where the fiber was placed for 15 minutes in a container filled with water (giving us 100% RH) that was heated at 60 ± 1 °C. For this PS-POFBG the sensitivities returned by linear regression at 25 °C and 50 °C are 19.8 ± 2.5, 19.6 ± 2.4 pm/%RH for increasing humidity and 19.6 ± 2.1, 18.9 ± 2.4 pm/%RH for decreasing humidity, respectively. The λ_B changes with the increasing/decreasing RH at the two temperatures is plotted in Fig. 7. This is considerably less than the sensitivity recently achieved in [25], [63], however it can be justified by the dopant of the fiber. The PS-POFBG annealed to 100% RH not only had the largest sensitivity as discussed in [25], but also the lowest level of hysteresis, i.e., the smallest difference in sensitivity to humidity between the forward and reverse experiments. In order to compare this latter result, we pre-annealed some fiber pieces during 6 hours setting the climate chamber at 60 °C and 50%RH, and then inscribed PS-POFBGs in these fibers. Then, we repeated the same procedure for the humidity characterization step. From Table I, it is important to notice that the hysteresis is considerably increased for the PS-POFBGs that have been annealed at lower levels of humidity. In addition, these PS-POFBGs annealed at low humidity also display a non-stable humidity response with hysteresis that increases with temperature and a sensitivity that decreases with temperature.
to 90% and temperatures between 22 and 52 °C.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we demonstrate and report for the first time, the fast inscription of high-quality PS-FBGs in a doped PMMA mPOF, with only one KrF laser pulse. The gratings were successfully produced through the phase mask technique, using 248 nm UV light. The PS-POFBGs were created at 850 nm and the produced Bragg grating structure rejects 16.3 dB transmitted power (from the stronger dip), which is well suited for photonics applications. Moreover, this work presents a new way to achieve high-quality mPOF devices for highly sensitive ultrasonic systems, which require high-precision measurements. Also, the ability to inscribe multiple phase-shifts in a POFBG structure was successfully demonstrated. The spectral dependence of the PS-POFBG under pressure (0–400 kPa range) and strain was found to be approximately linear with a sensitivity of 0.46 ± 0.03 pm/kPa and 0.76 ± 0.01 pm/με, respectively. The PS-POFBG was characterized for humidity and temperature sensitivities reaching 19.9 ± 2.5 pm/%RH and −57 ± 1 pm/°C, respectively for relative humidities from 30% to 90% and temperatures between 22 and 52 °C.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Humidity sensitivity (pm/%RH)</th>
<th>Hysteresis (pm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% RH</td>
<td>Increase/Decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>15.70/16.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.58/15.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>19.85/19.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>19.61/18.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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